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NORTHERN KARATE SCHOOLS’ MASTERS CLUB - OVERVIEW
In response to unprecedented demand and high retention rates among senior students, Northern Karate
Schools Masters Club, an advanced, evolving program, was launched in 1993 by Hanshi Borkowski.
Your enrolment in this unique program is a testament to your continued commitment to achieving Black Belt
excellence and your devotion to realising personal best through martial arts study.
This Masters Club Student Guide details requirements for Shodan to Rokudan students. It contains select
articles, essays and book excerpts as well as other information aimed at broadening your understanding of the
history, culture and philosophy of the martial arts.

Tradition is not to preserve the ashes but to pass on the flame. Gustav Mahler
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FOUR BLACK BELT LEVELS AND THE TITLE “SENSEI” by Hanshi Cezar Borkowski
Karate students and instructors often confuse the terms Black Belt and Sensei.
Sensei is commonly used to mean teacher however, the literal translation of the word is one who has gone
before. Quite simply, that means an instructor who has experienced certain things and shares what he/she has
learned with others - a tour guide along the road of martial arts life.
With respect to the term Black Belt: there is a misconception that all black belts are the same. Although
occasionally one may be asked what degree they hold, generally, Black Belt is regarded as the final stage of a
karate-ka's martial arts education.
After many decades as an instructor and martial arts practitioner, it is my opinion that there are four distinct,
positive and negative levels of black belt, including Black Belt Student, Black Belt Instructor, Black Belt Coach
and Black Belt Sensei.
The Positive Black Belt Student seeks to develop him/herself to maximum potential and share what is learned with
others. The Negative Black Belt Student seeks only to develop him/herself and is often content with being mediocre.
The Positive Black Belt Instructor promotes karatedo not simply for the benefits that training and teaching
bring to him/herself, but for its greater benefits. The Negative Black Belt Instructor is only interested in how
Karate benefits him/herself.
The Positive Black Belt Coach strives to produce champions - in the truest sense of the word - winners, not
simply in the tournament ring, but in the arena of life. The Negative Black Belt Coach merely wants to produce
champions as a reflection of his/her own ability.
The Black Belt Sensei guides the students to the highest level of success inside and outside the dojo.
Further, a great Sensei works in service to others and puts the needs and desires of students ahead of his or
her own interests.
In my view, while many instructors may be a Black Belt or hold the title sensei, you must decide whether these
individuals exhibit the qualities noted above to be a great teacher and a great tour guide along the road of life.
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BOOK EXCERPT: HISTORY AND TRADITIONS OF OKINAWAN MARTIAL ARTS by Hokama Tetsuhiro (1997)
Researched by Hanshi Borkowski and edited by Kyoshi Manzo.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF KARATEDO
The Inception of Empty-Hand Fighting Systems
An old Okinawan proverb tells us that "to live in the world you must be prepared to defend yourself. To be
unprepared to do so is foolish when one is faced with a hostile environment that threatens one's very
existence." Birds and animals have the ability to defend themselves; indeed, they have a reflexive response to
attack. Humans share this survival instinct. They, too, are well-equipped to defend themselves using their limbs
to yield, thrust, pierce, kick, punch, throw, twist, push or pull if attacked. There is evidence that most if not all
ancient cultures practised some type of self-defence training. These skills were much valued in primitive times
when rival groups fought each other in the struggle to exist. These were the origins of martial arts.
For centuries, the Ryukyuan people have studied intensely and continually to refine their methods and
techniques of self-defence called Ti (note - Yi, Di, and Te are phonetic interpretations of the ideogram
representing hand). This system of personal defence was later infused with elements of Shorinji Kenpo or
Chinese Kenpo and handed down as an integral part of Okinawan culture. There are virtually no written
records of Ti. As a result, in examining these combative styles we are compelled to rely on oral history which
tells us that present day Karate originated from ancient Okinawan fighting systems, or Ti. As with exploration
of other cultural elements shared from generation to generation by word-of-mouth, one must remain openminded when investigating the roots of Okinawan martial arts.
Weapons Prohibition Laws
In response to civil conflicts that occurred during various times in Ryukyuan history, there were Laws instituted
forbidding anyone other than the ruling classes to own weapons. An example of one such weapons edict was
enacted during the reign of King Sho Shin (1477- 1526). In an effort to control insurrection by local noblemen,
the king issued a royal decree banning private ownership of swords and other fighting implements.
Additionally, he demanded lords abandon their fortresses and reside in his castle district in Shuri. It is believed
that these periods of disarmament fostered the development of empty-hand self-defence, or Okinawan Ti. The
use of traditional tools, such as the bo (staff), eku or kai (oar), kama (sickle), nunchaku (flail), and tuifa
{handle), also developed tremendous importance. Given their use in the daily life of farmers and fisherman,
they could not be confiscated. These weapons prohibition Laws effectively destroyed any real opposition to the
rulers - a civilian population armed with sticks would stand no chance against trained soldiers using steel
bladed weapons. In an individual confrontation, however, armed with the element of surprise, a skilled martial
artist might have a fighting chance.
A more striking example of the results of superior weaponry was apparent with the Satsuma invasion of the
Ryukyus in 1609. This aggressive action, known as Keicho no Eki, lasted only two weeks because the invading
forces were armed with firearms. The Okinawans had no experience with guns and were quickly defeated. The
invading army reinforced the weapons prohibition policy which would remain in effect for nearly three hundred
years. Ryukyuans did not produce iron and instead, crafted farm tools from wood. When iron was used, for
example by government-appointed blacksmiths or in some cases to produce cooking utensils or agricultural
implements, it had to be imported and its distribution was strictly regulated. As a result of limited access to
this valuable metal, firearms were not available to the general population in Okinawa, giving way for the
martial arts to flourish.
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Ryukyuan Life in the 19th Century
As previously noted, there is little or no, written documentation of Karate by the masters who developed and
presented To di. However, we do find detailed references regarding Ryukyuan daily life in the 19th century in
the book Dai Ryukyu To Kokaiki (Chronicles of the Great Loo Choo) by the English author Basil C. Hall. The book
is a geographical and cultural study of the Ryukyuan islands. It was recorded by Westerners during a forty day
visit in 1816. In addition to documenting the practice of Karate, Hall also described many aspects of indigenous
culture. These included native construction methods, traditional clothing and dance styles. Hall characterised
the Ryukyuans as kind, polite and friendly. He deduced that the locals were philosophically and physically
opposed to war based on the fact that they had no weapons. While his observations concerning the gentle
disposition of the Ryukyuan people appeared to be correct, the true reason for their lack of arms was the
enactment of various weapons prohibition laws.
Published in 1832, the book Chuzan Heishi Riyaku (Daily Life in the Shuri Castle Area) examines Ryukyuan
culture of the period. It features a detailed map indicating the location of towns and villages. It also includes
descriptions of traditional clothing and a catalogue of musical instruments. The book contains a discussion of
Okinawan Kenpo and other martial techniques such as horse riding and archery. Mention is also made of the
knowledge of firearms although the availability of such weapons was severely restricted. Chuzan Heishi Riyaku
also offers interesting martial advice, including "......an enemy encountered to the front should be felled with
the fist, while an enemy to the rear should be felled with the foot.”
Another book documenting Ryukyuan customs which mentions martial arts is Oshima Hikki, published in 1762.
Additional references may be found in the 1850 publication Nanto Zatsuwa.
Oshima Hikki describes a journey undertaken in 1762 by a group of Okinawans who embarked on a trip to
Satsuma, now the Japanese prefecture of Kagoshima. Strong winds and adverse weather conditions forced the
ship off-course. The travelers landed and took shelter in Tosa, Oshima. During their stay in Tosa, they were
interviewed by the book’s author, Mr. Tobe. They discussed the introduction of Kenpo to the Ryukyus by a
Chinese person (believed to be the envoy Kushanku). This is a significant event in martial arts history. Until this
time, there was no written mention of To di. To di, or Kenpo, is described in this book as a new technique of
combination which utilised punching, kicking and grappling. This bears some similarity to the modern day
Goju-ryu practice of Kakie, which features grabbing, pushing and seizing.
The Influence of Other Ancient Art Forms
In addition to the influence of several styles, other non-martial arts are believed to have fueled the evolution of
Karate and Kobudo.
An interesting note concerning this assimilation process is that elements of a style of ancient native Okinawan
dance, mekata (literally, way of dancing) and specifically a dance form known as ti mai, were integrated into
this hybrid system. Many Okinawan martial arts masters have studied traditional dance forms with the dual
purpose of more fully understanding the sources of Ti and preserving their culture. While visitors to Okinawa
are often intrigued by the fact that most Ryukyuans sing, dance, or play an instrument, it is a natural part of
their rich cultural heritage. Historically, dance, music and other arts have played an important role in the
development of many types of martial systems.
The Bubishi and Its Influence on Okinawan Martial Arts
Dubbed the bible or encyclopedia of martial arts, the Bubishi is a book of tremendous significance for all
practitioners, regardless of style or discipline. Its thirty-two chapters contain detailed knowledge regarding the
mechanics and internal chemistry of the human body. This information can be used to heal or harm. The vital
points of the body are clearly defined and the function of each is meticulously explained. This mysterious book
was read in very select circles: if a practitioner was deemed worthy of being entrusted with this powerful
information their teacher would permit them to copy one page at a time.
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Arrival of the Bubishi in Okinawa
How the Bubishi arrived in Okinawa is a question with many different answers. There are reliable reports of the
book's existence in Okinawa one hundred years ago. Conversely, some experts claim it came to the island more
than two hundred years ago with travelers who risked their lives crossing the tempestuous sea between the
Ryukyus and China. The most widely accepted theory proposes that Higaonna Kanryo traveled to Fuchou in the
1870’s where he copied his teacher's, Kojo Taitei’s, text. Higaonna also studied with the legendary Ru Ru Ko
and Wai Xinxian. They, too, may have supplied him with the Bubishi.
Okinawans hold all things Chinese in high esteem and several historical books reference the thirty-six families
who represented numerous industries, from construction to shipbuilding, and a broad range of cultural
pursuits. Beginning in 1393 and for the next five hundred years, these experts would journey to Kume village in
Okinawa. There they established Chinese rule and spread their culture among the local people. Some
practitioners hold the belief that the Bubishi was brought to Okinawa by one of these cultural missions but
factual reports are inconclusive.
The following section from the Bubishi discusses fighting strategies and techniques:
 If you know the enemy well enough and also know yourself, then you can gain victory. If you know
yourself well, but you do not know the enemy, you have an even chance of victory. If you know neither
the enemy nor yourself, then you will lose the contest without question.
 If you have to fight, observe your enemy's weaknesses and be sure to use them to your advantage.
Fight only if you have assessed the situation and are assured of victory.
 Injury is to be avoided at all costs. Train the body and mind a great deal to limit the risk of being
injured.
 You are to attack when your opponent is excited or anxious. You can read their inner state through
their eyes. This is vitally important.
 If an opponent holds you from behind, you must reverse the position to perform your attack.
 If your arm is pulled from behind, attack the opponent's face.
 If your opponent bites you, attack their throat which will force them to release their bite.
 When fighting an opponent, the most important consideration is the distance between the two of you.
Control this distance and you control the fight.
 Maintain your balance at all times, especially when you make your attack. A loss of balance provides an
opportunity for a counter-attack.
 Attacks that use both hands and feet are far more difficult to defend against and rarely fail. Favour this
combined method of attack.
 If he opponent grabs your clothing and you are pulled close to them, use your knees as weapons to
strike and injure him. If you cause enough pain, he will release his grip immediately.
 Kenpo training emphasises the development of balanced breathing. Remember this training in combat.
 Never relax your guard until victory is assured. Even if you knock your opponent down, you must then
subdue him as quickly as possible. Do not allow a moment of respite for him or you will risk your life.
 If your opponent staggers, be cautious as he may try to attack your legs.
 An opponent who crouches will not attack with his feet.
 You must be prepared for him to attack with his hands.
 Beware of employing kicks to your opponent's upper body as this posture jeopardises your balance. Be
sure you can retain balance.
 Attack your opponent with your hands first. Then step on his feet to immobilise and off-balance him.
 If your opponent takes hold of your sleeve, you can counter with a thrust of your fingertips to an
appropriate vital point.
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Martial Arts Pioneers from Sakugawa Kanga to Matayoshi Shinpou
This section introduces several Karate experts who have made significant contributions to the development of
Okinawan martial arts.
Sakugawa Kanga
Born in 1735, Sakugawa Kanga is the first Okinawan to be credited with the development of To di. As
previously noted, these combative systems were amalgamations ·of traditional Okinawan Ti and Chinese
Kenpo. More than two hundred years ago, Sakugawa spent considerable time in China immersed in an
advanced study of martial arts. He then introduced Kenpo to the Ryukyus. Upon his return to Okinawa, he
taught To di, the name used to describe combative arts until the end of the 1800's. In recognition of his
significant contribution to their culture, the Okinawan people dubbed him Todi Sakugawa.
Stored in Higaonna Sensei’s personal library is a magnificently detailed map dating from the year 1700.
Covering the space of six tatami mats, it is larger than the size of a small, modern Tokyo apartment. It features
a wealth of interesting historical information including drawings of Ryukyuan cities, as well as the precise
location of the home of Todi Sakugawa. This notation stands as clear testimony to Sakugawa's role as an
important historical figure among the Ryukyuan people.
Matsumura Sokon
Reports as to the actual birthdate of Bushi Matsumura vary from 1796 to 1799, or 1809. During a life that
spanned more than ninety years, this martial arts legend played a key role in the development of Okinawan
Budo. Matsumura was a student of Sakugawa Kanga and the famous Chinese instructor Kong Shu Kung
(Kushanku). He served as bodyguard for the Ryukyuan kings Sho Ko, Sho lku and Sho Tai. This occupation
provided ample opportunity to travel to Fuchou, China, where he trained with lwah and Ason. He also
journeyed to Satsuma, on the mainland, where he studied the clan's combative style of Jigen-ryu. His student
roster reads like a "Who's Who" of Okinawan martial arts and includes: ltosu Anko, Asato Anko, Kuwae Ryusei,
Yabu Kensetsu, Hanashiro Chomo, Funakoshi Gichin and Kyan Chotoku.
Sadly, despite Matsumura's pursuit of martial excellence and his impressive teaching credentials, he is most
often remembered for subduing a tethered bull. He reportedly struck the animal repeatedly with a stick for
more than a week. Later, in a public demonstration designed to showcase Bushi martial prowess, the
frightened beast ran from Matsumura. Rather than dwell on this less than impressive feat, martial artists
should recall Matsumura's combative skill, his talent as a calligrapher and his scholarly studies of the Chinese
classics which better demonstrate his belief that "balance between physical accomplishments and Confucian
knowledge will result in peace and harmony.”
Higaonna Kanryo
"Higashionna", or as he would later be known, Higaonna, was born in 1853 in the west section of Naha. A child
of a poor shizoku family, young Kanryo's academic education was cut short as he was compelled to seek out
employment. Earning a meager living, he performed a variety of menial jobs: porter, night watchman, boat
hand and firewood gatherer. His martial arts education began when he was a teenager. He studied with the
noted To di teacher Arakaki Seisho of Kume mura. When Arakaki was scheduled to travel to Peking for an
undetermined stay, in order to ensure his student, Higaonna, could continue his martial arts study
uninterrupted, he was introduced to a benefactor, Kojo Taitei. The wealthy Kojo financed Higaonna's travel to
Fuchou in 1873. He remained there for approximately ten years, training with Kojo in his Chinese dojo. He also
studied with other teachers, including Wan Shien Ling, commonly referred to as Ru Ru Ko. Wan Shien Ling was
a shoemaker by profession but his passion was Chinese boxing. Although the two men were close in age,
Higaonna referred to Wan Shien Ling as older brother or old man, evidence of the affection and respect he held
for his instructor.
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Although Kiyoda Juhatsu classified Higaonna's style as Hsing-I boxing, he actually studied White Crane.
Additionally, contrary to descriptions of modern Goju practitioners, he is remembered by many of his
contemporaries as being quick and light-footed.
When Higaonna Sensei died in 1916 at the age of 63, he named Miyagi Chojun as his successor.

Miyagi Chojun
Miyagi Sensei was born April 25, 1888 and died on October 8, 1953. Twenty-five years after his death, his
noteworthy contributions to Japanese Karate were celebrated during a memorial ceremony at the Meiji
shrine.
When Miyagi Sensei was a young man of sixteen, he travelled to Fukkensho (Fuchou, China) where he studied
Kenpo. When he returned to Okinawa, he brought with him a book entitled "Bubishi". It contained detailed
knowledge and numerous secrets about martial arts training. With the aid of this invaluable document,
Miyagi founded his own style of Karate, Goju-ryu.
At age thirty-nine, Miyagi received a teaching appointment in Japan at the Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto.
Miyagi Sensei was one of the most influential Okinawans to teach in mainland Japan, leaving a strong
organisation that flourishes to the present. The goal of his teaching and research was to pass his knowledge
on to his students in order that Karate would develop more rapidly. There can be no doubt that Miyagi Sensei
achieved this noble aim.
Funakoshi Gichin
Often called The Father of Modern Karate, Funakoshi Gichin, founder of Shotokan Karate-do, studied with
ltosu Anko, Azato Anko and Matsumura Sokon.
ltosu Sensei recognised that martial arts were extremely beneficial in building a strong body and a disciplined
mind. He advocated the introduction of Karate as a compulsory subject in Okinawan junior high schools
during the Meiji period 34-35 and authorities saw this as an opportunity to improve the overall quality of their
education system.
Funakoshi shared ltosu's vision and believed that Karate philosophy would enlighten young minds. He
encouraged practitioners to develop a heart so full of truth that greed and evil thoughts would be prevented
from entering. Funakoshi Sensei and other instructors believed this ideal is also valid from a physical
standpoint. If your body is strong, an enemy will be less inclined to attack you. If you encounter another
traveler on your path and you give way for him to pass, there will be no conflict. However, if neither person
yields, the stand-off will inevitably lead to an altercation. Conflict in this instance is a result of stubbornness, a
vice which often leads to war. Karate teaches us to resolve conflict and to share with others. The weak are to
be protected and the evil are to be subdued. This is achieved not through direct confrontation but instead
through an impenetrable defence.
Funakoshi Sensei portrays Karate as a graceful and gentle art with a strong cultural tradition. This makes it
most appealing to the human spirit. Through diligent study and practice that can be performed anywhere
techniques can be memorised. Correct, regular training can result in improved health and vitality.
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As a unique form of personal defence, karate is different from other martial arts. WelI-conditioned hands and
feet are its primary weapons. Both the hands and the feet are used equally in Karate. The result is a
formidable fighting system. In Funakoshi’s opinion, of all the martial arts it is Karate that is best suited to
women seeking an efficient method of self-defence.
Most classical martial arts, such as Karate, Judo, Sumo, Aikido and Kendo, require you to train in your bare
feet. On the soles of the feet there is a point called yusen. Stimulating this area can be good for the heart and
kidneys. Karate training combines stimulation of the yusen point with breathing techniques that invigorate the
entire body and improve circulation. It is not surprising, then, that when asked how to ensure a long, healthy
life, Okinawans advise vigorous Karate training. Funakoshi's Karate teachers are prime examples of the
physical, mental and spiritual benefits of martial training. They were productive, healthy and lived into their
eighties. Having trained since childhood, they credited Karate for their longevity and vitality.
Mabuni Kenwa
The founder of Shito-ryu, Mabuni Sensei was born in the year 1889 and began his Karate education at an early age.
He was not a very robust child and his parents decided that martial arts training could improve his health. Mabuni
proved to be a conscientious student and his strength and health improved immensely.
As an adult, Mabuni began teaching Karate to students in local high schools, as well as to the Okinawan
police force. He later moved to Osaka in mainland Japan where he opened a dojo.
Mabuni Sensei was avidly interested in a variety of martial arts and other sports and he applied their
principles to his Karate teaching. A true innovator, Mabuni Sensei developed protectors for Karate by
studying equipment used for Kendo, boxing and baseball.
As with other great teachers, Mabuni Sensei was zealous in promoting Karate. He was a prolific writer and
authored many books about the martial arts. Further, he formed Kenyoukai, a study group established to
research Karate's history and technical development.
Kiyoda Juhatsu
Kiyoda Juhatsu was born in Naha in 1886 and died on the mainland in 1968. His martial arts education began
at age thirteen. Although he started training only a short while before Miyagi, the latter referred to him as
senpai.
His style, Toon-ryu, was named after his instructor, Higaonna, using the first two kanji characters of his
revered teacher's name. It is characterised by quick, springing movements which place little emphasis on
rooted stances. Additionally, Toon-ryu relies on the use of kicks to low targets.
Kiyoda Sensei also studied Chinese weapons with Higaonna. Kiyoda rounded-out his education by studying
White Crane Boxing with Go Kenki. Consequently, the Toon-ryu rendition of Nepai closely resembles the
Chinese version.
Kiyoda Sensei played an instrumental role in supporting Higaonna's efforts to introduce Karatedo into the
Naha Shiritsu Shogyo School. As a high school teacher, he was welI-suited to instructing students in the martial
arts. He achieved a fair degree of prominence in this area. Upon retiring from his teaching post, he became a
professional Karate sensei, first in Okinawa and later, in southern Japan.
His friends and colleagues included Mabuni Kenwa, Taira Shinken, Toyama Kanken, Konishi Yasuhiro and
Chitose Tsuyoshi.
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In 1934, the Dai Nippon Butokukai named him Director and Head Instructor for the Naha, Okinawa branch.
Three years later, he received a special merit award from Butokukai (Kyoto).
Kiyoda Sensei helped popularise mainland budo customs. These included the use of the teaching titles Shihan,
Renshi, Kyoshi and Hanshi.
Kiyoda Juhatsu is also remembered for the respect and humility he demonstrated at the end of each class.
After training, he would speak at length and with considerable reverence acknowledging his teacher Higaonna
Sensei.
Nakasone Seiyu
Nakasone Sensei was born in Naha-shi on January 15, 1893. His Karate training began at age twelve and
continued until his death on April 20, 1983. When his teachers, Kodatsu Iha, Matsumura Kosaku, Yoshihito
Maeda and Nakazato died, he was the logical heir to the Tomari Te (Tumai di) legacy. However, it wasn't until
the end of World War II that he actually opened his own dojo. Although reports about Nakasone Sensei's
colourful youth (e.g. tales of goat striking and beer bottle chopping') are widespread, he was a deeply
philosophical person. He taught his disciples that the aim of Karate is to create a sense of peace in society.
This is achieved by individuals taking responsibility for the care of their family and partners. Furthermore, one
must maintain an attitude of politeness when dealing with all people. "Sincerity, love and courage are the
philosophies we should live by," he said. "If you are polite and self-disciplined, you will commit no
transgressions.
Higa Seikou
Higa Seikou was born in Naha-shi Okinawa on November 8, 1898. He began his martial arts training at age 13
under the famed instructor Higaonna. Following his teacher’s death, he continued his studies with Miyagi
Chojun, founder of Goju-ryu. Higa Sensei was a well-educated man who was employed initially as an
elementary school teacher, then as a policeman, and finally as a Karate sensei. He dedicated his life to
bringing the martial arts and their benefits to young people.
Higa Sensei first taught Karate on the island of Saipan located in the South Pacific, where he lived for two years. On his
return to Okinawa, the title of Shihan (Master) was bestowed upon him by Miyagi Chojun. He received this honour in
recognition of his excellence and devotion in teaching Karate. This was an historic event as it was the only time
Miyagi awarded a teaching certificate. Higa Sensei continued to teach Karate for many years. He instructed students
at his dojo, a local high school and the University of the Ryukyus. During summer holidays, he also taught martial arts
to the wardens and guards of the Okinawan prison. A man of few words, his succinct motto was "Peace." He believed
that "...even though styles differ, Karate’s essence is one. We must strive to help one another and work to better the
world."
I was fortunate to have studied with Higa Seikou. Many memories come to mind as I picture him in the dojo
wearing his traditional red belt. His school was very popular and classes were always crowded with zealous
Karateka. On occasion, American Karate students visited. It was in this dojo that I learned the correct way to
block and counter. Additionally, I can vividly recall lessons on the machiwara. Higa Sensei taught me the
importance of using hip rotation and muscle contraction to generate power. He also emphasised the
significance of controlling one's breath when engaged in machiwara practice. In many Karate dojo
throughout the world there are versions of the machiwara, and with each strike of the devout practitioner one
hears audible testament to the great heritage of ancient Okinawan martial arts.
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In a May 1956 meeting at the dojo of Nagamine Shoshin, nineteen Karate teachers assembled to establish
the Okinawa Ken Karate-do Renmei (First All Okinawan District Association). Higa Sensei was elected vicechairman and four years later, became the organisation’s chairman. Higa Sensei believed that the true
purpose of Karate was to serve the public and promote friendship throughout the world. In keeping with this
philosophy, he broadened the scope of this association and renamed it Kokusai Karate Kobudo Renmei
(International Karate Kobudo League).
On April 16, 1966, Higa Seikou died at the age of 68. He is survived by many disciples who continue to
espouse the traditions of Okinawan Karate-Do, among them, his son, Higa Seikichi. His mission is to uphold
his family’s tradition of promoting Karate worldwide.
Uechi Kanbun
Born in Izumi, Okinawa on May 5, 18777, Uechi Kanbun began practising Ti and Bojutsu with neighbours in
the region of Motobu. Seeking a better life, he traveled to China where he would continue to study martial
arts. For thirteen years beginning in 1897, he trained with the renowned Quanfa teacher Shu Shi Wa whose
style, Pangai Noon, featured tiger, dragon and crane movements. In 1910, Uechi established a dojo in
Nansoue (China). He moved to Wakayama prefecture on the mainland in 1942 and on his return to Okinawa,
renamed his style Uechi-ryu, one of the most popular and dynamic systems of Okinawan Karate in the world
today.
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WHAT IS KATA by Kyoshi Michael Walsh
To answer this apparently simple, yet deceptively profound question, it is necessary that the karateka first
understand that we study a martial ART. Kata is the method through which we can most fully express our
chosen art of Karatedo. As with most art forms, it is practised over a lifetime in the hope of realising fulfilment.
We must make sacrifices and dedicate our physical and mental resources in the pursuit of our chosen discipline
and never waver from the search for the underlying meaning that separates art from mere diversion.
In kata, we see a series of movements performed in a pre-arranged sequence. The movements are symbols of
self- defence techniques that have come down to us from the masters. The "Father of Modern Karate",
Funakoshi Gichin, tells us of the history of Kata:
The various kata were created by masters and experts of the past whose names are largely
unknown. The methods of attack and defence that they used in creating these kata were born,
forged, and tested through personal experience... In studying Karate, the most important
thing is to concentrate on learning each kata thoroughly. There is infinitely greater value in
studying a single kata until one has digested it well, than in possessing a shallow knowledge of
thirty kata.
(Karate Doh Nyumon, Funakoshi Gichin)
This advice emphasises the attention to detail that is characteristic of all artistic endeavours. Full, direct
attention must be brought to focus, or one is not pursuing an art, or in this case, not truly performing kata.
Recently, it has become fashionable to criticise kata and question its value as a training method, labelling it as
unrealistic, or boring. Preferring to concentrate on kumite, its detractors neglect their kata training. In doing
so, they are no longer practising a martial art. Instead, they are rehearsing fighting techniques. While this can
be rewarding, its scope is limited. Nothing can replace kata as the best method to transmit the distilled
knowledge of the masters. Placing great emphasis on kata practice will produce a sense of well-being that is
the unique product of simultaneously nurturing the body, mind and spirit. Let us consider these areas and
investigate how kata practice benefits the karateka.
BODY
Depending on whether a stretch or power training effect is sought, kata can be practised at a range of
speeds. Repetitive practice quickly brings the cardiovascular system up to "cruising speed" and physical
endurance can be increased tremendously.
When taught correctly, the repetitive moves of kata instill in the student, a consciousness of movement which
develops into a body awareness that adds grace and confidence to one's demeanour.
The individual movements of the kata are symbols of self- protection techniques, and it is the exploration of
their meaning that is the primary ingredient of advanced level Karate practice. The serious student of Karate
will naturally develop superior self-defence skills.
MIND
Kata teaches the mind to control the body. When the body is exhausted during a challenging practice
session, it is the mind that must remain strong and force the limbs to respond by performing a flawless kata.
This intense form of training develops the mental strength we know as fighting spirit.
Within the movements of the kata are numerous fighting applications referred to as kakushide, or secret
techniques. They are the hidden jewels of kata, and can only be discovered through exhausting physical
practice and intense mental effort. This effort stimulates the mind, bringing it to ever higher levels of
understanding and enlightenment.
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Memory is challenged and improved through kata training. One must remember a great number of complex
movements in a set order, and advanced student are required to know several kata. This requires constant
practice to ensure no movements, or actions, are forgotten.
Concentration is required to perform a kata, as it challenges one's mind to focus entirely on the activity at
hand. The mind cannot wander, or the performance will suffer. The smallest mental slip will be manifested
physically by a hesitant, or incorrect, motion.
SPIRIT
"The spirit is the sword - kata sharpens it.”
While the source of this proverb is unknown, the message is clear: all methods of achieving spiritual fulfilment
require discipline, patience, and effort. Karate is no different. The following quote from Funakoshi Gichin
illustrates this point:
It is not hard to simply memorise the movements and techniques of Karate, but Karate is not
something to be learned superficially or grasped with the intellect alone. Karate demands to be
forged and polished. I sincerely hope that you fully understand this. (Karate Doh Nyumon,
Funakoshi Gichin)
In early times, kata were shared in secret with those students who had demonstrated their sincerity and
devotion to Karate. Relatively few kata were taught, but they were studied in depth. This knowledge was
valued highly. To maintain the spirit of these times, kata must be practised with respect for the orthodox, or
traditional, origins.
While I have tried to explain some of the ingredients of kata, the true answer to the question "What is Kata"
is different for each practitioner. We must all find our own understanding of each kata we learn. This can
only be achieved through continuous practice. Each karateka must make a personal journey to find the
essence of kata. Once discovered, it must be polished and refined with disciplined and concentrated effort.
To study in this way is to develop strength of character. In this way, kata practice prepares us for the
challenges of daily life. Through kata, we learn to rise to each new challenge and never admit defeat. We
realise that perseverance will always be rewarded. Through willpower, we can overcome all obstacles and
success becomes inevitable.
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NORTHERN KARATE SCHOOLS’ BLACK BELT KATA REQUIREMENTS
Required Kata for Shodan/First Level Black Belt:
Heian Shodan
Heian Nidan
Heian Sandan
Heian Yondan
Heian Godan
Bassai Dai
Jion
Enpi
Kanku Dai
Kanku Sho
Required Kata for Nidan/Second Level Black Belt:
Sanchin
Wansu Dai
Seiunchin
Required Kata for Sandan/Third Level Black Belt:
Niseishi
Seipai
Rohai
Required Kata for Yondan/Fourth Level Black Belt:
Gojushi
Sanseryu
Unsu
Required Kata for Godan/Fifth Level Black Belt:
Sochin
Kururunfa
Wankan
Required Kata for Rokudan/Sixth Level Black Belt:
Superunpei
Nipai
Hakutsuru-ken
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NORTHERN KARATE SCHOOLS’ KAMISA (MARTIAL FAMILY TREE)
NKS kamisa feature photographs of legendary martial artists who have contributed to our diverse curriculum.

(Left to Right)
Seated: CHOTOKU KYAN (1870 - 1945) an Okinawan karate master admired for both his karate skills and
personal achievements. He influenced the development of Shorin-ryu and related styles, and several of their
kata, including Jion, Gojushi and Wankan, are included in NKS’ curriculum. One of his students was Tsuyoshi
Chitose (same photo/right, standing).
Standing: TSUYOSHI CHITOSE (1898-1984) originated Chito-ryu by combining essential techniques of Shuri-te,
Naha-te and Tomari-te to give us kata like Naihanchi, Seisan, Tomari Patsai and Rohai. In addition to Kyan
sensei, some of his notable teachers were Higaonna Kanryo, Chotoku Kyan, Hanashiro Chomo and Choyu
Motobu, as well as bojutsu master, Sanda Chinen, whose kata Shuji, Tsukengawa and Ufugusuku are included
in our system. One of his main students, Tsuruoka sensei, was the teacher of Cezar Borkowski.
GICHIN FUNAKOSHI (1868 – 1957) the Father of Modern Karatedo, founded Shotokan, one of the world’s
most dominant styles. Funakoshi sensei is celebrated for introducing Okinawan karate to the Japanese
mainland in 1922. His primary teachers were Anko Itosu and Anko Asato and kata, Heian, Bassai, Kanku Sho
and Dai, Sochin, Unsu represent their combined methods.
CHOJUN MIYAGI (1888-1953) created the Goju-ryu school of karate by blending Okinawan Ti and Chinese
Southern Boxing. The legendary Higaonna Kanryo and Ru Ru Ko of China were among his instructors. NKS kata
Sanchin, Seipai, Shisochin, Kururunfa, Tensho and Superunpei are derived from this style, and Cezar Borkowski
learned these forms from Robert Dalgleish, the Father of Canadian Goju-ryu Karate and after his passing,
Master Chuck Merriman, USA.
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SHINKO MATAYOSHI (1888 - 1947) is one of the most prominent Masters of Okinawa Kobudo and founder of
Matayoshi-ryu Kobudo. He studied bo, eku, kama and sai with renowned masters Shokuho Agena, Irei of
Nozato and Chinen Sanda. His son, Matayoshi Shinpou (1927-1997), taught Cezar Borkowski Choun, Chikin,
Shishi, Nicho, Sancho sai, Tsukenakachu no ekudi and several other kata which are staples of the NKS system.
SHINKEN TAIRA (1897–1970) also known as Shinken Maezato (maternal family name) and the Father of
Modern Kobudo, was a remarkable martial artist, teacher and curator of regional staff-fighting traditions. As a
student of Moden Yabiku (Kobudo) and Funakoshi Gichin (Karate) Taira sensei formulated modern Kobudo,
and in 1955, established the Ryukyu Kobudo Hozon Shinkokai to preserve and promote the weapons-based
fighting traditions of Okinawa. We pay homage to him with NKS kata Sakugawa, Urasoe, Tsuken Sunakake,
Chatanyara, Hamahiga, Maezato, Kanegawa and other forms.
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THE EVOLUTION OF RYU KYU KOBUDO
(Reprinted from an article written by Hanshi Borkowski and edited by Kyoshi Manzo)
To understand the development of Okinawan Kobudo and specifically the important role played by the bo, we
must examine historical facts and popular folklore.
The bo is an ancient implement employed in early Shamanistic rituals. At the religion’s core is the sanctity of
seji or a deep spiritual power. Devotees believe that the seji is the source of power for the shaman, warrior or
ruler.
Shamanistic ceremonies included sacred omoro songs and kami dances that were often performed with a bo.
Special bo dances were an integral component of festivals celebrating terukawa (sun), terushino (moon) and
teda (sunshine). These elaborate productions also marked the harvest, commemorated special historical
events and honoured ancestors. Colourfully-costumed village strongmen carrying bo would perform martiallike routines to the pulsating rhythm of cymbals and drums. In my view, the similarity of these routines to
weapons kata is unmistakable and these dances were likely the forerunners of modern kobudo forms.
Since time immemorial, land disputes and personal disagreements between aji, chieftain leaders of
Uchinanchu (native population), were resolved by means of armed and unarmed combat. The size of these
groups rather than their fighting skill is often what determined the outcome of these battles. By the dawn of
the fourteenth century after hundreds of years of civil conflict in the Ryukyus, three centres of commerce and
political power had emerged: Nanzan (south), Chuzan (middle) and Hokuzan (north). In 1429, King Sho Hashi
unified these states and established Shuri as their capital. Additionally, he governed with a ruling system
designed to control the aji.
With the painful memories of armed conflicts indelibly etched into the hearts and minds of his people, Sho
Hashi's descendant, King Sho Shin (1477-1529), issued a royal decree banning private ownership of swords and
other instruments of war. Eku (oar), kama (sickle), tonfa (handle) and nunchaku (flail) were ordinary tools
utilised by farmers and fisherman and as such, were not confiscated. It should be noted that iron was a rare
and valued commodity and its use was strictly regulated. Therefore most tools including the bo were made of
wood.
King Sho Shin also ordered all lords to abandon their fortresses and commanded them to reside in the castle
district of Shuri. This aggressive attempt at unification resulted in an undercurrent of civil unrest and advanced
the development of personal defence methodologies, incorporating the use of traditional tools and common
implements as weapons.
Nearly four hundred years later during a discussion that allegedly took place during the early nineteenth
century with the newly-deposed Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, the great Asian explorer Basil Chamberlain Hall
described the Ryukyus as a "place with no visible means of defence." This erroneous conclusion was formulated
by Hall and his crew after they saw no evidence of firearms or antiquated weaponry, e.g. swords, spears or
bows. Napoleon's reaction to this startling information was one of surprise: "...in this turbulent time, I do not
believe such a place and such people still exist."
Hall's observations were not accurate for the native inhabitants of the Great Loo Choo (European name for the
Ryukyuan archipelago) did in fact possess weapons, albeit not arms of the same variety as those used by
Europeans of the period. Rather, these were more often than not agricultural implements or ordinary tools
employed in daily Okinawan life. Furthermore, the Ryukyuans had cultivated formidable combative skills.
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Given its advantageous geographical position, the Ryukyu archipelago became a Southeast Asian trading hub.
Trading houses flourished and many Uchinanchu merchants and brokers prospered. Chinese emperors
dispatched ships carrying Sapposhi, cultural and economic envoys. Beginning in the early 1400's and for more
than four hundred years, no less than twenty of these Sapposhi delegations visited the Great Loo Choo. From
the seventeenth to nineteenth century, Red Seal Ships, official Japanese trading vessels, made frequent stops in
the harbours of Okinawa and other Ryukyuan islands. Additional international trade was conducted between
the archipelago and Annan (Vietnam), Siam and Ligoor (Thailand), India, the Khmer Kingdom (Cambodia),
Malaysia and Korea.
These commercial ventures also provided fertile ground for cultural exchange including knowledge transfer
with respect to the use of arms. It is my contention that many weapons classified as authentically Okinawan
originated in other countries. The sai (techek) was found in the arsenals of China and the Philippines long
before its first recorded use in the Ryukyus during the mid-1800’s. A tonfa-like weapon was employed by
Siamese foot soldiers at Ayutthaya in the 16th century well in advance of the first written record of its
appearance in Okinawa during the latter part of the 19th century. The tinbei's debut in Okinawa appears to
have been predated - hundreds of years - by the use of similar shields among Indian and Arabic warriors. Its
companion, the rochin, bears a striking resemblance to a tool used by elephant-mounted soldiers in India
during the 16th century. It was employed both to control the animal and for close-quarter combat. In the early
20th century, tekko (knuckle-dusters) were popular among Japanese thugs brought to the Philippines by
mainland employers eager to settle disputes between themselves, migrant Okinawan labourers and Filipino
workers.
Conversely, the bo deserves distinction as the only weapon whose use predates any recorded foreign visit and
religious rituals aside, was primarily defensive rather than domestic. Additionally, while historical texts
document the use of a fighting staff by warriors in many countries, it is in the Ryukyus that this weapon played
a vital role in civil defence among an unarmed population.
Today, modern weaponry is practiced throughout the world and Okinawan Kobudo is enjoying new popularity.
One of the most commonly used implements is the bo. This weapon has earned the place of high esteem it now
holds, however a seemingly obvious question is why would martial artists devote considerable time and effort
to what would appear to be an archaic and perhaps, unpractical form of self defence? It is not likely that you
would carry a staff when performing daily errands or when travelling to your office. Wouldn't it seem
inappropriate to meet your friends at the movie theatre or pub armed with a six-foot piece of wood?
There are genuine benefits to be gained through diligent bo practice, as well as the use of other weapons.
These include:
1. Improved body awareness coupled with heightened spatial perception, or how one moves in relation to
and independent of others.
2. Increased strength and power, especially with respect to the upper body (i.e. hands, wrists, arms,
shoulders, back, and chest).
3. Greater understanding of armed and unarmed personal defence.
4. Deeper appreciation for martial history, culture and tradition.
5. Development of busai – martial intuition.
All of the above may be cultivated as result of controlling an implement that extends beyond the practitioner's
arm’s length - for example, the bo - as well as other, shorter weapons.
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At present, the study of Kobudo is conducted primarily through the practice and analysis of kata. Over the
course of time, a variety of forms have been created by numerous weapons instructors. Some of the great bo
masters include:
Sakugawa Kanga or Sakugawa of the Chinese school (1792-1843) - students in nearly every Okinawan dojo
practice a variation of his kata.
Higa Matsu Pechin (1797-1870) – was a member of the palace corps and personal bodyguard to the Sho royal
family.
Chinen Chikudun Pechin Umikana (1796 -1881) - a naval officer who visited Fuchou several times to conduct
government business and study martial arts. He was an expert with both the bo and spear.
Chinen Chikudun Pechin Shikiyanaka (1825-1897) - arguably, the greatest bo student of Sakugawa Kanga, he
created the popular form Chinen Shichiyanaka no Bo. He is also credited with developing the eku (oar) kata of
the same name.
Chinen Chikudun Pechin Masanara (1842-1925) - after studying numerous ancient weapons forms, he created
the kata that bears his name.
Kunioshi Shinkichi Pechin (1846-1932) – a bo expert, also adept at Ti and Chinese boxing.
Yabiku Moden (1882-1945) - established Ryukyu Kobudo, a system culled from a variety of sources.
Matayoshi Shinko (1888-1947) – this Okinawan weapons legend spent several years rounding out his martial
education in central and northern China before creating what is now known as Okinawan Kobudo.
Taira Shinken (1897-1970) - a prolific instructor who taught Kobudo on the mainland, he is well-known and
respected throughout the world. Many of his students have published books and articles about his teaching
methods.
Chinen Masami (1898-1976) – a police officer by profession, this bo master founded Yamani-ryu, a style that
emphasises speed, body shifting, and angular defences in weapons practice.
Matayoshi Shinpou (1920-1997) - was director and head instructor of Zen Okinawa Kobudo Ranmei played a
central role in propagating Matayoshi kobudo worldwide.
Akamine Eisuke (1925-1999) – the late director and head instructor of Ryukyu Kobudo Hozon Shinkokai.
Minowa Katsuhiko (1929-2003) - founder the Ryukyu Kobudo Shinkokai, later absorbed into Ryukyu Kobudo
Hozonkai. On his death in 2003 his most senior student, Kinjo Masakazu sensei, was tasked with preserving his
legacy and teaching methods.
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Most modern practitioners perform one or several bo kata listed below:
Shuji (Shushi}
Sakugawa
Shishi
Soeishi
Suyoshi
Choun
Chikin (Tsuken)
Urasoe
Shimajiri
Soeseku
Chatan Yara
Yonegawa
Ufugusuku
Shirotaru
Kongo
Tsukensunakake
In addition to these forms, more than one hundred village bo routines exist. They are often performed by folkloric
groups at Okinawan festivals which include the Tsunahiki (giant tug-of-war), dragon boat races, National Sport and
Fitness Day, as well as many local celebrations. These exciting weapons exhibitions often include musical
accompaniment in the form of cymbal clanging, Taiko drumming, and a unique Okinawan style of whistling.
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NORTHERN KARATE SCHOOLS’ BLACK BELT KOBUDO REQUIREMENTS
Required Kata for Shodan/First Level Black Belt:
Suishi no Kon
Chibana no Sai lchi
Tokuyama no Tonfa
Required Kata for Nidan/Second Level Black Belt:
Tsukengawa no Kon
Matayoshi no Sai
Yaragawa no Tonfa or Goeku no Eku
Required Kata for Sandan/Third Level Black Belt:
Ufugusuku no Kon
Chatanyara no Sai
Maezato no Tekko, or Uchinan no Nunchaku
Required Kata for Yondan/Fourth Level Black Belt:
Sakugawa no Kon
Kanigawa no Kama
Hamahiga no Tonfa
Tsukenakachu no Eku, or Nichio no Nunchaku
Required Kata for Godan/Fifth Level Black Belt:
Shishi no Kon
Chikin no Nuntibo
Kanagusuku no Kama
Kanigawa no Tinbei
Chikin Sunakake no Eku
Required Kata for Rokudan/Sixth Level Black Belt:
Chinenshikiyanaka no Kon
Shirotaru no Kon
Kojo no Sai
Jigen no Sai
Suruchin-jitsu
Jiffa-jitsu
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NORTHERN KARATE SCHOOLS’ ADDITIONAL BLACK BELT REQUIREMENTS
In addition to technical requirements, NKS service, time-in-grade and academic growth are considered when
evaluating students for dan advancement.
Recommended Time in Grade:
White Belt to Shodan-ho* Estimated 52-56 months
(*Provisional black belt. Certificate awarded after an additional year of training and NKS service.)
Shodan to Nidan
Estimated 24 months
Nidan to Sandan
Estimated 36 months
Sandan to Yondan
Estimated 48 months
Yondan to Godan
Estimated 60 months
Godan to Rokudan
Estimated 72 months
Recommended Essay - topics to be assigned by Branch Dojo Directors on a per-student basis:
Shodan
Min. 600 words
Nidan
Min. 900 words
Sandan
Min. 1200 words
Yondan
Min. 1500 words
Godan
Min. 1800 words
Rokudan
Blog or published article
NKS Black Belts - Japanese kanji on NKS black belts or gi lapel read seishinkan 聖心館 translated as:
Sei - divine (to go beyond the physical plane)
Shin - heart or spirit
Kan - house or a collective of likeminded individuals
Seishinkan is NKS’ spiritual name and represents both who and what we are as a family.

NOTES:
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